BinWash Machines

BINWASH STATIC

A fixed machine for facilities where quantities of bins are cleaned on site.

Typically installed into facilities management, hospitals or local authorities, the fixed unit recycles water and provides effortless lifting of wheeled bins.

The Static Bin Wash uses a moulded poly tank, baffled for rigidity and safety, with stainless steel pre-filters and a self-contained water recycling facility.

Simply fix the wheele bin on to the lifting mechanism at the rear of the machine, press the one button and the bin is lifted.

Features

• Practical and easy to use
• Clean either 2 domestic bins at a time or one commercial bin
• Effortless 2 bin lifting mechanism at the touch of a button
• Baffled water tank of recycled water, for a full days work
• Fitted with a heavy duty battery
• Fully protected low voltage electrics
• Frost protection system using integral filler pipe
• High pressure pump with a long reach 1.5m wash lance
• Fast washing process- typically 10-30 seconds for a domestic bin
• Low running costs
• Available in 110v, 240v and 415v
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